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Abstract 
This paper deals with issues pertaining to estimating the spectral density of a stationary 
harmonizable or-stable process, where 0 < ~ < 2. The estimator we consider is obtained by 
smoothing the periodogram, which has a similar flavor as the usual kernel spectral density 
estimator for a second-order stationary process. We derive the basic asymptotic properties of 
the estimator and show how to pick the optimal smoothing parameter for ~t in different intervals 
of (0, 2). At the heart of these derivations i the theoretical problem of finding the asymptotic 
distribution of a weighted average of I Y(u)l p over an increasing interval, where 0 < p < os and 
Y is a nearly stationary moving average or-stable process. Our results partially extend the limit 
theorems in Davis (1983) and LePage et al. (1981). 
Keywords: Kernel estimator; Limit theorem; Stable process 
1. Introduction 
Let X = {X(t), - oo < t < oo} be a stat ionary harmonizable -stable process with 
e ~ (0, 2); more specifically, X is a complex-valued stochastic process for which the 
f inite-dimensional characteristic function is 
Eexp  iRe  z iX( t i )  =exp - zje itju ~b(u)du , 
j= l  -oo  j= l  
with zj = r~ - isj, where ~b is a nonnegative measurable function. Alternatively X has 
the integral representation 
X( t )  = eit"~(du), (1.1) 
--oo 
where ~ is a complex-valued e-stable random measure on R with independent and 
rotat ional ly invariant increments. The stochastic integral in (1.1) is defined by means 
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of convergence in probability. For details see Cambanis (1983), Hosoya (1982), and 
Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994). Note that our notation is slightly different from 
what is used in the above mentioned papers in that a constant term (2n) -1 
~2~ icos01~d0 is absorbed in q~ in our setting. The harmonizable process is an 
important example of an ~-stable stationary process, and its properties have been 
considered in a number of papers including Cambanis (1983), Cambanis and Maejima 
(1989), Cambanis and Soltani (1984), Cambanis et al., (1987), Hosoya (1982), Marcus 
(1989), and Masry and Cambanis (1984), to name a few. An excellent account of the 
theory of harmonizable stable processes and indeed stable processes in general is now 
available in the book Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994), to which we will refer 
throughout this paper. 
It is clear that the index of stability • and the function tp completely determine the 
distribution of X. Masry and Cambanis (1984) made the interesting observation that 
4) plays a role analogous to that of the spectral density function in a second-order 
process, and they called tp the spectral density function of X. They considered 
estimating ~b nonparametrically using a kernel estimate in the following manner. 
Assume that X(t)  is observed for t e [ - z, z], z > 0. Let h be a bounded even function 
vanishing for Itl > 1, and for p < 0t, define the tapered Fourier transform 
d,(u) = f_, 
where 
B~ = h (t)e- iut dt 
u=--~ = -1 
and 
c~.p = E(IS~IP) ~/p 
e - i '"h(t/z)X(t) dt) ,  (1.2) 
du < ~ (1.3) 
(1.4) 
with S~ distributed as S~(1, 0, 0). Here, as elsewhere in this paper, we use the notation 
S~(a, fl, kt) to denote a stable distribution with stability index ~, scale parameter a, 
skewness parameter fl, and location parameter /~ (cf. Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 
1994). A more detailed iscussion on the tapering function hwill be given in Section 2. 
Let 2 be a point where we wish to estimate tp. Masry and Cambanis (1984) proposed 
to estimate ~b(2) by a smoothed version of the "periodogram" Id~(2)l ° for some 
0 < p < ~; namely, by 
47(2) = 47(2; p, m, z) = mW(m(2 - v))ld~(v)l'dv~ , (1.5) 
where W (u) is an even, nonnegative, continuous function vanishing for l ul > 1 and 
integrating to 1, and m = rn, satisfies 
m~ and m/z~O asz--.oo. (1.6) 
47 is very similar to the usual kernel spectral density estimator in a second-order 
process, with the major difference being ~ = p = 2 in the second-order setting. See 
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Parzen (1967). W is called the window and m- ~ the window size or bandwidth of the 
kernel estimate. In every estimation problem in which the kernel method is used, 
regardless of the context, the choice of the bandwidth critically affects the performance 
of the estimate. In the present problem, the choice of the additional parameter p is also 
important. The investigations in Masry and Cambanis (1984) concerning the proper- 
ties of ~ are far from complete. In proving consistency, in order to pursue the usual 
bias and variance analysis, they required p < ~/2, but they acknowledged that this is 
an artificial restriction and conjectured that p can be greater than ~/2 and still has 
consistency. Even under p < ~/2, they failed to give any concrete result on what the 
optimal bandwidth should be. Part of the purpose of this paper is to prove certain 
limit theorems which are relevant for resolving these and related issues. 
For 0 < p < ~, we consider the distributional properties of q~(2) for a fixed 2 in 
Section 3. It is seen in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 that, under favorable conditions, ~(2) is 
asymptotically normally distributed if 0 < p ~ ct/2. Furthermore, for 0 < p < ~/2 and 
p = ~/2, respectively, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 show that the best possible rates at which 
q~(2) estimates ~b(2) by choosing m are z-2/5 and (z/log z)-2/5. The case ct/2 < p < ~ is 
considered in Theorem 2.3. There the conclusion is that, under favorable conditions, 
q~(2) has an asymptotically (ct/p)-stable distribution, and furthermore, that the best 
possible rate at which q~(2) tends to q5(2) for a p in this range by choosing m is 
Z -2(~t-p)/(a~t-p). Observe that the rate of convergence of q~(,~) to ~().) is faster for p in 
(0, ~/2) than for p in I-~t/2,ct). Specifically, the optimal choice of p e(0,~/2) is, in 
principle, the one which maximizes p(~b(2)) p/~ (cf. (3.3)). In practice an adaptive 
estimator might be constructed to pick the most desirable p. One can also ask what if 
p = ~. Observe that q~(2) cannot be defined by (1.5) ifp = ct since c~,~ = ~.  However, it 
seems plausible, in that case, to modify the definition of q~(2) using a self-normalized 
version of dr. We choose not to include that analysis in this paper, since it requires 
additional technical details which will considerably engthen this already long paper. 
The most important idea behind our results on the estimation problem above is 
that for any z, de(u) can be regarded as a moving average process in u. This is made 
clear by the discussions at the start of Section 3. The estimator (q~(2)) p/~ is basically 
a weighted average of I d~(u) l p for u in a small neighborhood of4. Therefore a thorough 
understanding of the asymptotic behavior of the weighted average of a function of 
a moving average process provides the key to obtaining the asymptotic distribution of 
~. In Section 2, we consider the asymptotic distribution of ~'-r W (u/r)lY~(u)l pdu, as 
z ~,  for all fixed 0 < p <~,  where r = r ~  as z ~,  W is any continuous 
function and for each z, Y~ is an "almost" stationary moving average process. For 
clarity of presentation, the proofs are deferred until Section 4. This problem is 
obviously of independent theoretical interest. Different reatments are required for the 
five disjoint cases: 0 < p < ~/2, p = ct/2, ~/2 < p < ct, p = ct and p > ~. The latter two 
cases, which have no bearing on the estimation problem described above, are included 
for completeness. The first two cases lead to asymptotic normality. For those we 
basically use a blocking method similar to what is described in Ibragimov and Linnik 
(1969) (cf. Eberlein and Taqqu, 1986). The remaining three cases all lead to stable 
limits. There a number of new ideas are created. LePage et al. (1981) showed that the 
weak convergence ofpartial sums of i.i.d, stable random variables can be described in 
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terms of the extreme values of the summands. Davis (1983) extended their results to 
a weakly dependent setting where the summands are asymptotically i.i.d. In our 
setting, the integrand has infinite variance and nonnegligible ocal dependence. Thus 
the approach in Section 4 can be viewed as a partial extension of those in the two 
papers mentioned above. It offers a clue to how a general theory could be developed 
for showing weak convergence of partial sums of dependent random variables with 
infinite variance. 
Finally we mention an observation made from this research. The estimation of ~ for 
stable processes i a very important problem. For a weakly dependent s able process, 
e.g. the moving average process, the so-called Hill's estimator is a good estimate of a. 
Numerous authors have written on this subject. See Hsing (1991) and the references 
therein. But it was shown in Cambanis et al. (1987) that harmonizable processes are 
not ergodic, which is a clear indication that Hill's estimator applied to X may not 
work well (if it works at all!). The results in Sections 2 and 3 suggest that it is hopeful 
to instead apply Hill's estimator in some way on the Fourier transform of X. In our 
opinion, a study in that regard will shed some light on the problem of estimating the 
index of a general stable process. 
2. Limit theorems 
For theory and notation of stable process, we follow Samorodnitsky and Taqqu 
(1994). 
Let ~ e (0, 2) and M be a real valued ~-stable random measure (cf. Samorodnitsky 
and Taqqu, 1994, Ch. 3) on R such that M( I )  ~ S,(m(I),  0, 0) for any finite interval 
I where m denotes Lebesgue measure. Let K be a continuous function on R satisfying 
S~_~lK(x) l 'dx <oo if ~ ~ 1 and S~_o~lK(x) loglK(x) l ldx <oo if ~ = 1. For each z 
let O~ be a measurable function on R. Assume that sup,,xlg~(x)l <oo and l im,~ 
SUpx~A Ig~(x) - 11 --- 0 for any compact set A. 
Define 
f 
oo 
Y~(u) = K(u  - x)g~(x)M(dx),  - oo < u < oo, 
- oo 
where the stochastic integral is defined in terms of convergence in probability, and the 
conditions on K and g, guarantee that the integral is well defined. The definition of the 
stochastic integral implies that 
"~1/~ 
(2.1) 
where, here and hereafter, S, ~ S,(I, 0, 0). 
In the results below, K is also required to satisfy 
IK (v) l 'dv  d6 <oo 
=0 v[>6 
(2.2) 
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for various values of 7 > 0, and possibly other conditions. Let r = r~ be positive and 
such that r ~ ~ as z ~ ~.  Define the constant 
ca = x-~ sin x dx . (2.3) 
Also let W be a continuous function on [ - 1, 1]. For the purpose of this section, W is 
not required to have the properties of a window stated in Section 1. 
|n the following, we list some results concerning the asymptotic distribution of the 
random quantity 
f ~ W (u/r)l Y~(u)lPdu, - - r  
as z ~ ~,  for p > 0. The proofs are deferred to Section 4. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 0 < p < ~/2. I f  (2.2) holds with ~ = p/2~, then 
f d 2 r -1/2 W(u/r)(I Y~(u)l p - El Ydu)lP)du ~Normal (0 ,a  ), - r  
where a 2 = (~1_ 1 W2(u)du) (~_~ cov(IZ(0)l ' ,  IZ(~)l p) d~) < oo, with Z denoting the 
moving average process defined by 
Z(6) := K(6 - x)M(dx), - oo < ~ < oo. 
-oo  
Theorem 2.2. I f  (2.2) holds with ~ = 1/4 ^  1/2(~ + () for some ~ > 1, then 
a- 1 W (u/r)([ Y~(u)r/2 - El Y~(u)l ~/2) du ~Normal(0 ,  " a2), 
- - r  
where a = a~ is the solution of r log a = a 2, and 
0 .2 ==c,(fl_, W2(u)du) ( f~ lK(u)"/2du) 2. 
In Theorems 2.3-2.5 below, we will make crucial use of certain results in Rootzbn 
(1978) concerning the extremes of a continuous parameter moving average stable 
process. Since Rootz6n (1978) did not treat the case • = 1, we will also have that gap 
open. However, it should be clear that the convergence statements in Theorems 2.3 
and 2.4 hold for 0t = 1 under proper assumptions on K. For completeness, we list the 
relevant echnical conditions in Rootz6n (1978) as follows. For  a nonnegative function 
a on R, write Bki = SUpzk  u~(i , i+ 1] a(u), bki = infzku~ti,i + 11 a(u), and aki = a(i2- k), and 
define the following conditions: 
a is uniformly continuous, 
i= - -oo  
i=- -o0  
B~i <oo, and 0 < ~ < 1, (2.4) 
a is uniformly continuous, b]i < ~,  there exists 6 > 0 and C (2.5) 
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f } suchthatsupk~,~ 2 k~ ~ laki--ak-l.tl/2] ~<C, and l<e<2.  
L i=- -oO 
Define K+ = K v 0 and K_ = -K  v 0. 
Theorem 2.3. Let ~/2 < p < ~. Suppose (2.2) holds with 7 = (1/2) (p/e ^  1/(e + ~)) for 
some ( > 1, and both K+ and K_ satisfy either (2.4) or (2.5). Then 
r -p/~ W(u/r)(I YJu)[ x' - El Y~(u)l~')du d ~S~/p(a, 1 0), 
- r  
where 
(f; 'K(u)'"du)(~f ' /'" = I W(u) l "/p du]  . 
00 - -1  
Although the following results (Theorems 2.4 and 2.5) do not have any relevance to 
the statistical application in Section 3, we include them to give a comprehensive 
treatment of the problem addressed in this section. 
Theorem 2.4. Assume that Sl_llW(u)loglW(u)lldu<~, that (2.2) holds with 
7 = 1/2(~ + () for some ( > 1, and both K+ and K_ satisfy either (2.4) or (2.5). Then 
r -~ W(u/r)(I Y,(u)l ~ - El ¥,(u)[~(I Y~(u)l ~< rX/~))du ~S~(a, 1,~), 
- r  
where 
(; ) rcc~ IW(u)ldu Ig(t)l~dt 
and 
-~(f' ,W(u),du)Cf:~,K(t)l~dt)log(f;~ ,K(t),~dt) 
÷c~( f l l  W(u)du)(f:o~ 'K(t)l~l°gJK(t)' dr) 
with 
f f s in  u - UI~o, ~)(u) du. b = log ~ + u2 
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Theorem 2.5. Let p > a. Assume that and both K+ and K_  satisfy either (2.4) or (2.5). Then 
f d r -p/~ W(u/r)l L(u) IP  du  --*S~/p(~, 1,0),  --r 
where a is as defined in Theorem 2.3. 
3. Spectral density estimation 
In this section we address the problem of estimating the spectral density of 
a harmonizable stable process. In doing so we use the notation introduced in Section 
1, in particular, in (1.1)-(1.6). We assume throughout that q5 is twice differentiable, and 
the second derivative is continuous at the point 2 where we estimate q~. We also 
assume that ~b(2) ~ O. 
As in Masry and Cambanis (1984) we will base the estimation on the real part of the 
Fourier transform of X. That is, we will stick to the definition of d, in (1.2). This 
convention does not alter the rate of convergence, but entails considerable simplifica- 
tions of notation and technical details. Various constants in the main results need 
slight adjustments if the complex version of d~ is used. 
For the tapering window h(t) mentioned in Section 1, define the Fourier transform 
H(u):= h(t)e-i"tdt, -oo< u <oo. 
-1  
Clearly H is a real and even function. By Riemann-Lebesgue L mma, if h has an 
integrable nth order derivative, then H satisfies 
lu l "H(u)~O as u~+oo 
(cf. Feller, 1971, p. 514). Thus for any specified polynomial rate, it is possible to select 
a smooth enough  so that H(u) tends to 0 as u ~ + oo at a faster ate. The smoothness 
of h plays an indirect role in the estimation problem, in the sense that it does not 
directly enter the asymptotic distribution of q~. However, technically we do require 
H(u) to tend to 0 fast enough. Generally, assume that ~_~ IH(u)l 'du < ~ ifa :~ 1 and 
S-~oo IH(u)loglH(u)ll du < oo if a = 1. Where appropriate, more stringent smoothness 
conditions on h will be assumed. 
For 0 < p < a let de and q~ be as defined by (1.2) and (1.5), respectively. It is easy to 
see that 
d~(u) = / - / ( r (u  - v ) )Ue~(dv) ,  - ~ < u < ~,  
\ B,c,.p / ,; -oo 
where ¢tr°) denotes the real part of the complex valued a-stable random measure 4. Let 
M be the a-stable random measure in Section 2. It can be seen, by a change of 
variables (cf. Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 1994, Property 3.5.3), that 
d~(u) =\~, I  _~ H(z(u -- v))~l/'(v)M(dv), -- oo < u < oo. 
46 
By another change of variables, we get 
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d~(2 - u/z) d ( z_f~)~/" foo H(z(2 - v ) -  u)(ax/'(v)M(dv) 
- \B~G,v /  -~ 
a__ z f® (B~c,,v)I/~ -~ H(u - x)q~l/~(2 - x/z)M(dx), 
Define 
K(u - x)9,(x)M(dx), - oo < u < 0% re(u) = f oo 
-o0 
- -  O:) < tt < O0. 
where 
K(x) = ( ¢(2) ~l/~H(X)kB~c~.v/ and g~(x) = (¢(~-(~)/z)) TM. 
Thus, 
d,(2 - u/z) d= Y~(u), - oo < u < oo 
and hence, writing r = z/m, 
= f mw(m(2 - u))ld (u)lP du 
f = r -1 W(u/r)ldJ2 - u/~)lVdu -r  
d -1 f r  =r W(u/r)l Y~(u)lVdu. (3.1) 
-r 
With the notation defined here, we present he following results. 
We first examine the asymptotic distribution of the estimator q~ with 0 < p < ~/2 
and address the issue of choosing the optimal m. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 0 < p < ct/2. Choose h properly so that (2.2) holds with y = p/2a. 
Then 
rl/2(~p/~(~) g~p/~(~) ) d 2 
- ~Normal(0 ,  a ), (3.2) 
where a z is as defined in Theorem 2.1. The optimal rate of convergence ofq~(2) to ~b(2) is 
z -2Is, which is obtained by taking m = z 1/5, and in this case 
z2/s(~(2)-cP(2))~N°rmal((O"(2)~lk  J-1 u2W(u)du'(~{cP(2)}l-P/a) 2tr2)" (3.3) 
Proof. It is clear that (3.2) follows readily from Theorem 2.1 using (3.1). The rest of the 
result is proved as follows. Since p/2~ < 1/4, by Lemma 3.5 below condition (2.2) with 
y = p/2~ implies that S_~ v21H(v)l~dv <oo. Hence the assumptions of Lemma 3.4 
below are fulfilled. Combining Lemma 3.4 and (3.2), it is easily seen that the choice 
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m which leads to the optimal rate of convergence satisfies zx~ = m 2, giving m = r uS. 
Applying Lemma 3.4 and (3.2) again for this choice of m, we get 
f' ) - ~Normal  u 2 W (u) du, a 2 ( \2o~ {~( / ] . )} ' -P /~ -1 
(3.3) follow from this using Taylor expansion. [] 
Next we consider the estimation problem for p = ~/2. 
Theorem 3.2. Let p = ~/2. Choose h properly so that (2.2) holds with 
= 1/4/x 1/2(~ + () for some ( > 1. Then 
f 2z "~ 1/2 
-~Normal(0, a ), (3.4) 
where a 2 is as defined in Theorem 2.2. The optimal rate of convergence of (o(2) to ~(2) is 
(z/log z)-2/5, which is obtained by taking m = (r/log z) uS, and in this case 
r ~2/5 
-  (x)l 
Ii /~ 1 2 ( ) 
-°r~orma, k~f_  u2W(u)du, 2(~{da(2)}'-v/" ) a2). 
Proof .  That (3.4) holds follows from Theorem 2.2 using (3.1), and the observation that 
the normalizer a there has to satisfy a ~ (2-1rlogr) 1/2~ (rlogz/2m) u2. As in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1, the choice m which leads to the optimal rate of convergence 
satisfies 
m g og q =m2' 
giving m = (z/logz) 1/5. The rest follows in the same way as in Theorem 3.1. [] 
As in Section 2, the gap ~ = 1 is left open in the following result in which we 
consider the property of q~(2) with e/2 < p < 0c However, we note that the conclusions 
of the theorem are still true under ~ = l, provided that h is properly chosen. 
Theorem3.3. Let ~/2 < p < ~t. Choose h properly so that (2.2) holds with 
3: = (1/2)(p/~ /x 1/(~ + ()) for some ~ > 1, and that both K+ and K_ satisfy either (2.4) 
or (2.5). Then 
r 1 - P /~(~' /~(2)  - E~P/~(2}) ~S=/p (a, 1, 0), 
where tr is as defined in Theorem 2.3. The optimal rate of convergence ofq~(2) to qb(2) is 
r -2(ct-p)/(3e-p), which is obtained by taking m = r (~-p)/(3~-p), and in this case 
d t 
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where 
¢,,(~) f l  
and = u 2 W (u) du. cr'=-~'~"L'l-P/'Op ~ --T- -1 
Proof. The proof is omitted since it completely parallels those of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 
using Theorem 2.3 and Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. [] 
For statistical implications of Theorems 3.1-3.3, the reader is referred to Section 1. 
The following lemmas are used in the proof of the theorems. 
Lemma 3.4. Assume that ¢(2) # 0 and c~ has a bounded second derivative which is 
continuous at 2. Also assume that ~°~_oo u21H(u)l~ du <oo. Then, as z ~oo, 
f' ) (_ p~b"(2) uZW(u)du m_2. 
E(~"#' ( ; . ) )  - ¢'* ' (~)  ,-, \2z  {,~(~)}'  - " / "  _, 
Proof. We will follow essentially the derivation in Theorem 4.1 of Masry and 
Cambanis (1984). By (3.1), 
E(¢V/~(2)) = f W(u) (B~l  f lH(v)l~(q~(2- u /m-  v/z)dv)P/~du. 
Using Taylor expansion as on p. 17 of Masry and Cambanis (1984), it is easy to see 
that 
~ W(u) n j '  In(v)l~{tp(A - u/m - v/z) - ¢(2)} dv du 
,~ W(u) 8 ;  1 Ig(v)l~ - +3 ¢'(,t) 
{¢(~)} ' - ' /~  - ,  -oo 
where w is between 2 and 2 - u/m - v/z. The result follows from the facts that both 
H and W are even, that S v21H(v)l ~dv < oo, that m = o(T), and that ¢" is bounded and 
is continuous at 2. [] 
Lemma 3.5. I f  (2.2) holds with some y < 1/2, then ~°°_oo u2lH(u)]~ du < oo. 
Proof. Integrating by parts, it is seen that Sou2lH(u)l~du <oo if and only if 
So u(S~lH(v)l~dv) du < oo, where the latter is obviously implied by (2.2) with any 
7 < 1/2. [] 
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4. Technical details 
We prove Theorems 2.1-2.5 in Sections 4.1-4.5 below. For each proof, we first 
outline the approach and main ideas and then proceed to list and prove the lemmas 
which contain the details. 
We start with some notation. For 0 < t < ~,  define 
K(u;t) = K(u)(lul <~ t) and K(u;t) = K(u)([u[ > t), (4.1) 
where (lu[ -%< t and ([ul > t) are the indicators of lul -%< t and lul > t, respectively. 
Accordingly, 
t) : f F,(u - v; t)g,(v)M(dv) andYdu; t) = f I¢(u - v; t)gdv)M(dv). (4.2) 
Note that ITdu; t) and IT~(u; t) are independent since M has independent increments. 
We first list a lemma which will be referred to repeatedly in the following. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that S~ ,.. S~(1,0,0) and let c~ be defined by (2.3). Then 
(i) P[IS~I > t] ~ c~t -~, as t ---,~; 
(ii) for 0 < p < ~, as t ~ oo, 
~t 
E[IS IP(IS, I > t)] ~ tP- ; 
(iii) as t ~ ,  
E[IS~I~(IS~I <<. t)] ~ 0tc~logt; 
(iv) for p > ~, as t ~ oo, 
o~ 
E[IS~IP(IS~I <<. t)] ~ c~ - -  t ~-~. 
p- -0t  
Proof. The result follows simply from the tail behavior of the stable distribution. See 
e.g. Property 1.2.9 of Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994). [] 
For convenience of notation, in the following the positive constant C is a generic 
one whose value may change from line to line without further explanation. 
4.1. Proof of  Theorem 2.1 
For a fixed q e (0, 1/2) define k = k~ = [r q] and ~/= th = r/k. Also define intervals 
I j=( j t / , ( j+ l ) t / ] ,  - k~<j~<k-1 .  
For e e (0, 1), divide each Ij into subintervals ~ and ~, where 
= (jr/, (j + 1 - e)t/], ~ --- ((j + 1 - e)t/, (j + 1)t/]. 
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Note that the a-fields a { Yt(u; er//2): u ~ Ij}, - k ~< j ~< k - 1, are mutually independent 
where 17~ is defined by (4.2). Write 
f r W(u/r)([ Yt(u)] p - El Y~(u)lP)du = At + B~, (4.1.1) - r  
where 
k-1 f~ 
At = At(t) = ~ W(u/r)(I Y~(u)l p - El Yt(u)l')du, 
j= -k  
f _ 
= - W(u/r)(I Y~(u)l v El Y~(u)lV)du. 
j= -k  jr~ 
Further let 
k- l ~ 
At = A~(e) = ~ W(u/r)(J F~(u;et//2)l p - El F~(u;e~/2)lV)du. 
j= -k  
It follows from Lemma 4.1.1 below that r -  1/2At and r -  1/2A~ have the same asymptotic 
distribution. But r-~/2,4t is a sum of independent random variables for which the 
Lindeberg condition is easily verified. Thus the classical central imit theorem together 
with Lemma 4.1.4 below imply that 
d r -  1/2,4t ~Normal(0,(1 - e)a 2) 
and hence also that 
d r -  1/ZA~ ~Normal(0,  (1 - ~)a2). 
Similarly it can be shown that 
d 2 r -  1/2Bt --*Normal(0, ~a ). 
Now, using (4.1.1), for each 6 > 0, 
P[ Int l  ~< 6, At ~< x -  6] 
<~ P IBd <~ 6, W (u/r)(I L(u)l" - El Y~(u)lP)du <~ x 
--r 
Equivalently, 
P[At <~ x -  6] - P[ IBd > 6, At ~< x -  6] 
<<'P [ f~ ,  W (u/r)(l Y~(u)lP- El Yt(u)lP)du <~ x 3 
- P IB~I > 6, W(u/r)([ L(u)l p - El Y~(u)l~)du <~ x 
--r 
<~ P[A~ <~ x + 6] - P[IB~I > 6, At <~ x + 6]. 
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Since 
lim lira P[IB~I > 6] = 0, 
and 
6>0 
lim lim lim P[IA~] ~< x ___ 6] = ~(x/¢72), 
6~o e~O r~oo 
the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 readily follows. [] 
In the remainder of this section we prove the lemmas required for the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. Henceforth we assume for convenience that the assumptions ofTheorem 
2.1 hold. 
Lemma 4.1.1. 
lim r -1/2 W(u/r)EIIYJu)l p -IYJu;e~l/2)lPldu = O. 
Proof. By the inequality (cf. Masry and Cambanis, 1984, p. 27) 
I Ix+yl~-IxlSl<~lYlS+21xyr/2, -~<x,y<~,  0<s~<2,  (4.1.2) 
we have 
r- a/2 W(u/r)EIIY~(u)l" - I L(u; er//2)l~l du 
- r  
~< r -  1/2 W (u/r)EI Y~(u; eq/2)l p du + 2r- 1/2 W (u/r)EI IT,(u; eq/2)l el2 
- r  - r  
x El Y~(u; 8rl/2)1 p/2 du, 
where the right-hand side, by (2.1) and (4.2), is equal to 
; (f ; (EIS~IP)r 1/2 r-IW(u/r) I/((u - v;etl/2)O~(v)l~dv du + 2(EIS~Iv/e)er 1/2 
- - r  
× r- lW(u/r  I/((u - 
- - r  
Since 9, is bounded, 
~p/2a 
v;etl/2)9~(v)l'dv f lK(u - v;~q/2)O~(v)l'dv) du. 
f lK(u - v;~rl/2)g,(v)l~dv <~ C f [K(x)l~dx" 
x I > Erl/2 
By (2.2) with y = p/2~, we obtain 
lim 6 ]K(v)l~dv = O. 
6-~ vl>6 
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Using r /~ r 1 -q, 0 < q < 1/2, it is clear that 
lira r lie IK(v)l~ dv = O. 
~ ~ oo vl > ~12 
This concludes the proof. [] 
Lemma 4.1.2. There exists a positive constant C such that 
Icov(I 7,(x;erl/2)l v, [Ts(x + & e~/2)lP)l <. C IK(v)l~dv for all x, 6, z. 
vl>161 
Proof. Without loss of generality, take ~ to be positive. Write 
4. 
coy(/Fs(x;erl/2)l p, IL(x + 6; er//2)[ p) = ~ As,i, 
i=1  
where 
A,,~ = cov(I ITdx; 6/2)1 p, I Fdx + 6; 6/2)1"), 
A,.2 = cov(I 7,(x;Er//2)l p - 1 7,(x; 6/2)1 p, 17dx + 6; 6/2)1P), 
As,3 = cov(I Y,(x;6/2)l p, I Y,(x + 6;~r//2)1 ~- I  I7,(x + 6;6/2)1P), 
As,4 = cov(I Y,(x;~tl/2)l p - I  IT,(x; 6/2)1 p, I F,(x + 6;er//2)l p - IF , (x  + 6;6/2)1P). 
A,, ~ = 0 since IT,(x; 6/2) and IT~(x + ~; 6/2) are independent. Next by Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality, 
I A~, 21 ~< C~ {E([ ITs(x; ~r//2)[ p - [ ITs(x; 6/2)1P) 2 } 1/2, (4.1.3) 
where C1 = sup .... ~{var([ IT~(x; 6/2)]P)} 1/2 < 0o. By (4.1.2), the expression on the right- 
hand side of (4.1.3) is bounded by 
C1 {El Fs(x;etl/2) -Y,(x;6/2)[- 2p + 4El IT,(x; 6/2)1"E1 7,(x;eq/2) - edx; 6/2)1 p 
+ 4El 7~(x; 6/2) 1 p/z EI F, (x; e~//2) - F~ (x; 6/2) 13 p/2 } 1/2. 
For convenience of notation, write 
s~(x;6)=(flg(x-v;6/2)gs(v)l~dv) TM. (4.1.4) 
By (2.1) and (4.2), 
El F,(x; et//2) - ITs(x; 6/2)1 ~ 
= (ElS=r)(s~(x;,5) - (s~(x;g~l)y/~ for ~, = p, 3p/2,2p. 
Thus there exists a constant C such that 
IA,,2I ~< C(s,(x;a)F/2 for all x,~,z. 
As, 3 and A~,4 can be shown similarly to have the same bound. The proof is complete 
since g~ is hounded. [] 
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Lemma 4.1.3. For any fixed 6 and x, 
lim cov(I Y~(x; etl/2)l p, 117,(x + 6; e~l/2)l p) = cov(JZ(0)l p, IZ(,~)lP), (4.1.5) 
where Z(t) is the moving average process defined by Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. By (4.2) and (2.1), the joint characteristic function of Y~(x + 6j;e~l/2), 1 <~j 
~<J, is 
Eexp (i  ~sjF~(x+ ~j;gt//2)) 
j= l  
) = Eexp i sj_K(x + 6j - u;etl/2)O~(u)M(du ) 
-o0 j=l 
= exp - sjK(6j - v;~tl/2)O~(x + dv , 
-~  j= l  
which tends to 
exp(  - f _~l j~lS jK(6 j -v)  
/ 
the joint characteristic function of Z. Note that since p < ~/2, there exists an co > 0 
such that 
sup El 17~(x; e~I/2)[ 2p+~ < oo. 
(4.1.5) follows easily using a standard uniform convergence argument. [] 
Lemma 4.1.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, 
lim r -  l var W (u/r) l IT~(u; e~//2)IV du = (1 - e) tr 2, 
r--, oo \ j=  -k  
where 0 < tr 2 := ~1_ 1 W2(x)dx ~_~ cov(IZ(0)l ~, I /(~i)l~)d~ < ~ with Z denotin 9 the 
movin9 averaye process defined in Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. By independence, 
var (jkSk fr W (u/r)l F~(u; e~l/2)l v du) 
= f~/k var (fr~ W(u/r)lY~(u;erl/2)lvdu) 
-_ ,ik~/kvar(f'ffjl -~  w(U) ]  7~(u;e~/2)l pdu) 
k-1 f(j+X--r)rlf(j+l--e)TI--x (X) (_~_~_) 
= r ~ r-XW W 
j= -k .Jx=j~ d ~=j~-x 
x cov(I Y,(x; eF//2)I v, I I7~(x + 6; er//2)I p) dx d6. 
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By Lemma 4.1.2 and the assumption on K, 
Since W is uniformly continuous, the conclusion of the lemma follows from Lebes- 
gue's Dominated Convergence Theorem. [] 
4.2. Proof of Theorem 2.2 
For ee(0, 1), let A, and Be be as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Also for p > 0, define 
k-1  
E 
j= -k  
A~= 
where 
T, j  W (u/r)(I F~(u; er//2)['/2(I F~(u; er//2)]'/2 ~</~a~) 
- El 17,(u; er//2)l~/2(I F,(u; er//2)t =/z ~< #at)) du. 
Now 
f r _ ~< #a,) l  ~< E,,1 + E,,2, W (u/r) E[ l Y~(u)[ ~/2 I ~(u; ~rl/2) l~/2(I F,(u;en/2) l "/2 du - - r  
where 
- - r  
and 
W (u/r)Ell Y~ (u) l =/2 - I C~(u; er//2) l~/21 du 
I 
r 
E,,z = W(ulr)EI Y,(u;en/2)l"/2(I Y,(u;eq/2)l "/z >1 #a,)du. 
- - r  
Since at ~ (2- l r  log r)1/2, the same proof for Lemma 4.1.1 shows that a~-lE,, x ~ 0 as 
z ~ oo. Also it follows from Lemma 4.1 (ii) that 
a~lE~,2 <~ CaUlraU 1 ~0.  
Thus a~-1A, has the same limiting distribution as a,-1A',. Note that A', is a sum of 
independent random variables. We apply Liaponov's Central Limit Theorem to 
a~-lA',, as follows. By Lemma 4.2.3 below, 
lim ~ var =(1-e )~r  2. 
Since the above derivation holds for every fixed #, it holds for some sequence #= #~ 
which tends to 0 as z ~oo (cf. Chung, 1974, pp. 206-207). It is easy to see that for such 
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a choice of p, 
k- l  3 k -1  { 
E A~.; ~< ~ E /sup  {W(u/r)l(lYdu;~l/2)l~/2/ad(lYdu;~l/2)[ ~  <~#at) 
j= -k  a~. j= -k \u~ 
17du; e~l/2)l'/2fa,)(I ITdu; eqf2)l ~/2 <~ ~a,))l} A;,j 2"] E(I 
/ 
~< Cp ~ var 
j= -k  ~x at / 
which tends to 0 as z ~ oo. It follows from Liaponov's Central Limit Theorem (cf. 
Chung, 1974, Theorem 7.1.2) that 
a [  1A'~ F,) O" 2 ). dNormal(0, (1 -- 
The rest of the proof parallels the corresponding part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 
using the lemmas below. [] 
The assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold for the rest of this section. 
Lemma 4.2.1. For any sequence {b~} such that b~ --,oo, and any ~e(1, oo), there exists 
a positive constant C such that 
Icov(I Ydx)l=/2(I Ydx)l <<. b~), IYdx + 6)1=/2(I Ydx + 6)l ~< bt))l 
<~ C[l°gb~(f~l>l~l/21K(v)l~dv) + (l°gbO1/2 (f~l>lal/2lK(v)l'dv)l/4^l/2~'+° ] 
for all x, ~, r. 
Proof. We shall work with fixed ~ > 0 and x. It will be clear that the asymptotic 
relations that we use are uniform for all 6 and x. Also since parts of the proof will be 
useful in the proofs of Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.4.1, we will for the most part write p for ct/2. 
First, 
4 
cov([ Ydx)lP(I Y,(x)[ ~< b0, I L(x + 6)1~(I Ydx + 6)1 ~< b0) = Y', A~,~, 
~=~ 
where 
A~.~ = cov(I IZdx; ~/2)V(I L(x; 6/2)1 ~< ba, [IZdx + ~;6/2)lP(I Zdx + & 6/2)1 ~< ba), 
At,2 = COV(I Ydx)lP(I Ydx)l ~< bJ - I IT~(x; 6/2)1P(I ITdx; 6/2)1 
~< bO, (I g~(x + 6;6/2)1v(1Ydx + 6;6/2)1 <~ bd), 
A,.3 = cov(I Ydx;6/2)IP(I Tdx; 6/2)1 <. bt), I Ydx + 6)IP(I Ydx + 6)1 ~< b0 
- I  Y~(x + 6;6/2)1v(I F~(x + 6;6/2)1 ~< bd), 
A,.4 = cov(I Ydx)lV(I Ydx)l ~< b j  - 117dx; 6/2)1P(117dx; 6/2)1 ~< b J, 
I Ydx + ,~)IP(I Ydx + ,5)1 ~< b,) - 11Tdx + 6; 6/2)1v(I Y~(x + 6; 6/2)1 ~ bJ). 
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As, ~ = 0 since Ys(x; 6/2) and ITs(x + 6; 6/2) are independent. Next consider As,2. By 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
Ias,21 ~< varl/2(I ITs(x + 6;6/2)1P(I ?s(x + 6;6/2)1 ~< b0) 
x var~/2(I Ye(x)lP(I Ys(x)l ~< bs) - I ITs(x;6/2)lP(I IVs(x; 6/2)1 ~< bs)) 
<<. CEX/2(I Ys(x + 6;6/2)12e(I I7~(x + 6;6/2)1 ~< b0) 
x EX/2(I Y~(x)l~(I Y~(x)l ~< bd - I ITs(x; 6/2)1P(I Fs(x; 6/2)1 ~< bs)) 2. (4.2.1) 
Since p = ct/2, by Lemma 4.1 (iii), 
E~/2(I IYe(x + 6;6/2)12P(117s(x + 6;6/2)1 ~< b0) ~< C(logbO ~/2. (4.2.2) 
On the other hand, 
El/2([ L(x)IP(I L(x)l  ~< be) - I?s(x;6/2)lP(I Ts(x; 6/2)1 ~ b0) 2 
= (Br, 1 + ns,2) 1/2, (4.2.3) 
where 
Be,~ = El-(I Y,(x)IP(I Y~(x)l ~< b,) - I ?e(x; 6/2)1"(I L(x;6/2)l <<. be)) 2 
x(I ITs(x; 6/2)1 > ogs(x; 6)bd] 
and 
Be,2 = El-([ Y~(x)IP(I Ys(x)l <= bO - I Ys(x;6/2)lP(I Ys(x; 6/2)l ~ b0) 2 
× (I IYe(x; 6/2)1 ~< ~os(x;6)bs)] 
with 
~oe(x; 6) = s~-~(x; 6), 
where 0 < ~ < 1 and ss(x;6) is defined by (4.1.4). It follows from (2.1) and (4.2) that 
] •(x; 6/2)1 d Ss(X; 6)S~. (4.2.4) 
Thus, by H61der's inequality, (2.1), and Lemma 4.1(i) and (iv), we have for any 
1 <(<oo,  
INs, t l <~ gt/C(I Ye(x)l'(I Ys(x)l ~< b0 - I ITs(x; 6/2)1P(I ?s(x; 6/2)1 ~< bs)) 2;' 
x Pl/¢l- I Ye(x; 6/2)1 > ~oe(x;6)be] ~< Cb~2p¢'-~/¢'P1/¢I-IS~I > si-¢(x;6)bs] 
Cb 2p- ~(se(x; 6)) ~¢/~ = C(se(x; 6)) ~¢/~, (4.2.5) 
where (' = (1 - 1/()-~. Next write 
B,,2 = Ce,1 + Cs,2 + C~,a, (4.2.6) 
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where 
and 
Cr,1 = EE(I Y,(x)l ~ - I Fdx; 8/2)1")2(I Ydx)l <~ b,, I g(x;6/2)l ~ b,, 
[ ?,(x; 6/2)1 ~ ~o,(x; 8)b~)], 
C,,2 = EEl gdx)12~(I L(x)l ~< b,, I ~,(x; 6/2)1 > b,, I ITdx; 8/2)l ~ ~o,(x; 6)b j ]  
c,,3 = EEl 17dx;8/2)12'(I Ydx)l > b~, 117dx; 8/2)1 ~ b~, IYdx;8/2)[ 
~< to,(x; 6)bd]. 
First consider C,. 1. By (4.1.2), making use of the fact that 17,(x; 8/2) is independent of
Ydx; 8/2), 
IC~,~ [ ~< E[([ ~dx;6/2)l p + 21Ydx; 8/2)1p/211T,(x; 6/2)1p/2)2(1Ydx;6/2)l <~ b~, 
I Ydx;8/2)l ~ o~dx;8)bO] <~ D~,I + D~,= + D~,3, (4.2.7) 
where 
D~,~ = EEl ~dx; 8/2)lZP(I ~(x; 6/2)1 ~ ~o~(x; 6)b j ] ,  
D~,z = 4EEl Y~(x; 8/2)1P(I Ydx; 6/2)1 ~< bd] Eli ITdx; 8/2)V(1 ~,(x; 6/2)[ 
~< co,(x; 6)b,)] 
and 
O~,3 = 4EEl 17,(x; 6/2)1 p/2 (I Y,(x; 6/2)l ~< b,)] EEl L(x; 8/2)1 ap/2 
x(I Y,(x;8/2)l ~< ~odx;6)b,)]. 
By (4.2.4), Lemma 4.1, and the fact that El Ydx;8/2)l p < m, we get 
D~. 1 <~ Cs~(x; 6) log(b, s f  ¢(x; 6)), 
Dr, 2 <~ CSa~/2(X;8) 
and 
D~,3 ~ Cs3~/#(x;8). 
Thus it is clear that 
[C~, 1[ ~< C(s~(x; 8)log(b~s~- ¢(x; 8)) + s~/2(x; 6)). (4.2.8) 
To consider C~,2, observe that if 117dx;8/2)[ > b~ and [ Ydx;6/2)[ ~< ~(x;6)b~ then 
I L(x)l ~< (1 + ~dx;8))l g(x;8/2)l. 
Also if ] Ydx)] <~ b, and l~dx;8/2)] <~ ~dx;6)b, then 
117dx;6/2)l ~< (1 + codx;6))b~. 
Consequently, 
IC~,21 ~< (1 + o~dx;6))2PE[I g~(x;8/2)12P(b~ < Igdx;8/2)l <~ (1 + ¢o,(x;6))b~)] 
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and hence by the mean value theorem we obtain 
[C,,2l ~ CbZ~P-~c~e(x;6)= Csl-¢(x;6). (4.2.9) 
Clearly Ce,3 can be bounded the same way as Ce,2. Combining (4.2.1)-(4.2.9), 
Iae,2[ <~ C(log be)l/2((se(x; 8) ~¢/¢ + s~(x; 8)log(bes?*(x; 8)) 
+ s~/2(x;6) + s~-*(x;8)) 1/2 
1- ¢(x; 6))1/2]. C [s~/2(x; 8) log be + (log bO1/2((s~(x; 8)) ~/~ + s~/2(x; 8) + st 
It is clear that the same bound can be derived for he,3 and Ae,4 in essentially the same 
way. Thus, by letting ~ = ~/(c~ + ~), 
Icov(I Y~(x)lot/2(I L(x)l ~< b0, I L(x + 8)1~/2(1Y,(x + 8)1 ~< bd)l 
~< C [s~(x; 8)log be + (log b,)l/2((se(x; 8)) ~/2(~ +~) + (se(x; 8))~/4)] 
The result follows by taking into account he fact that ge(x) is bounded. [] 
Lemma 4.2.2. Suppose that a and b are bounded continuous functions on ~ satisfying 
Ila(x)lotdx <oo and Ilb(x)l~dx <oo if ct ~ 1 and I[a(x)logla(x)ldx <oo and 
Slb(x)loglb(x)ldx <oo if ~ = 1. Then 
lira (logt) -1 cov(lMal~/Z(lMal ~ t), [Mbl~/2(lMb[ <. t)) 
t~oO 
where Ma = ~ a dM and Mb = ~ b dM. 
Proof. Assume that a-b is not identically equal to 0. Otherwise Ma and Mb are 
independent and the result is trivially true. By Schwarz inequality I[ab] ~/2 < oo. It is 
clear that for any fixed s > 0, 
(f/ ('u x ) 
Cot "2 u=s Uot/2--1Va/2-1 [a )1^ dx dudv 
v=s = -oo 
(2 )2 f  °° ( f ' f '  ( la~)[ [b(vx)l)~ ) = c~ dx u~/2 - lvot/2-1 ^ dudv 
x = -oo u=$ o=$ 
= (~)2 ;x?_oo  (~t/la(x,I ft/lb(x,[ 
c~ ~ [a(x)b(x)[ ~/z dx \d u=s/la(x)[ dv=s/Ib(x)l 
. , u  
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Since a and b are bounded, straightforward computations show that 
4 , Ju=s / la (×) l  . J v=s / Ib (x ) l  
uniformly for all x at which a(x)b(x) ¢ O. Thus 
u=/2_lv~/2_ 1 a(x)l Ib c, ^ dx du dv 
u=s v=s  x= _~ U 
(;x ) ~ ec~ l a(x)b(x)l ~/2 dx log t. (4.2.10) 
Making use of the continuity of a and b, standard arguments (cf. Feller, 1971, p. 278) 
show that 
P[ lMa l>u,  lMb l>v]~c~ ) l^lb dx asu, v~.  
x = -oo  
Since the right-hand side of (4.2.10) is independent ofs, we can take s to be arbitrarily 
large and conclude that 
(2)2fi =, f'o=, u~/2- xv~/2- X p[lMal > u, lMbl > v] dudv 
--~e~(f~=_o ~ 'a(x)b(x)l'/2dx)l°g t"
The result follows now from a standard integration by parts argument which shows 
that 
cov(lMal~/Z(lMa[ <~ t), IMbl~/Z(lMb[ <~ t)) 
u' /2-1v'/Z- lp[IMa I > u, IMbl > v] dudv. [] 
=$ v=8 
Lemma 4.2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, 
lim a- 2 var W(u/r)117~(u; et//2)]~/2(] F~(u; er//2)[ ~/2 ~< pa) du 
r ~  \ j=  -k  
=(1--g)O "2, g,/.t>O, 
where ~2 = ~c~(~1_1 W 2(u)du) (~ Ig(u)l ~/2 du) 2. 
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Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1.4, write 
a- ( f~kf r j  ) 
2 var W(u/r) l IT~(u; er//2)l~/2(I F~(u; er//2) V 2 ~</m) du 
: r 
j=  - k dx  = jrl J r = J r l -  X r 
x (log a)- 1 cov(I IT,(x; et//2)I ~/2 (I IT,(x; et//2)I "/2 ~</m), I IT~(x + 6; et//2)I "/2 
× (I IT~(x + 6; et//2)] ~/2 ~</2a)) dx d6, 
where we used the identity a 2 = r log a. By Lemma 4.2.2, for any fixed x and 6, 
cov(I f~(x; et//2)l~/2(] IT~(x; et//2)] ~/2 ~</m), I f~(x + 6; et//2)l~/2(] IT~(x + 6; et//2)] ~/2 
(; ) <<. pa)) ~ ~c~ ]K(u)K(u + 6)]~/edu loga. (4.2.11) 
On the other hand, Lemma 4.2.1 together with the assumption on K imply 
sup (loga) -1 Icov(I f~(x;e~l/2)l~/2(I f~(x;etl/2)l ~/2 <<, ~a), 
~,x  -Go  
I f~(x + 6; et//2)l~/2(I f~(x + 6; et//2)l ~/2 ~</m))l d6} < o0. 
The result follows readily from Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem using 
(4.2.11). [] 
4.3. Proof of  Theorem 2.3 
For e > 0, write 
f r -v/~ W(u/r)(I Y~(u)l v - E lY~(u)lV)du = (A~., - EA~.~) + (Be., - EBb.,). - r  
where 
and 
f 
r 
A~,~ = r -p/~ W (u/r)l Y~(u)JV(I Y,(u)l ~< er 1/~) du 
- r  
~ r B~,~ = r -vl~ W (u/r)l r~(u)l'(I Y~(u)l > erll~)du. 
. i -  r 
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Lemma 4.3.2 below suggests that the limiting distribution of r -p/a ~'_, W (u/r)(I Y~(u)l p 
- El Y~(u)lP)du can be obtained from that of B~,~ - EB~,, by first letting r --.oo and 
then e --. 0. Let N(x, u) be a Poisson process on ( - 1, 1) x (0, oo) with intensity equal to 
ca l~ _ x, x~(x) dx (~u - a - l) I(o, co ~(u) du, 
where ca is defined by (2.3). For theory of point processes, we follow Kallenberg (1983). 
Define 
Z~ = W(x)u p Ig(t)lP(ulK(t)l > ~)dt dN(x,u), 
x = - -  1 =0 t = --cO 
where the integral on the right-hand side is defined pointwise. It is clear that Z~ is 
a well-defined random variable (cf. Kallenberg, 1983, Ch. 1). Lemma 4.3.3 and 
Lemma 4.3.4 below show, respectively, that 
d 
Be,~ --*Z~ and E(Be,~) --* E(Z~) as z ~oo. 
Hence the conclusion of the theorem follows from Lemma 4.3.5 below. [] 
In the rest of this section, let the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 hold. 
Lemma 4.3.1. For any sequence {be} with be --.oo as r--.oo, and any ~e(1, oo), there 
exists a positive constant C such that 
Icov(I Ye(x)lP(I Ye(x)l <<, bO, I Ye(x + ,~)IP(I Y,(x + 6)1 ~< be))l 
<<" Cb2p-a(f~l>lel IK(v)ladv) ll/2~'p/a^l/ta+¢~ for all x,&r.  
Proof. The proof completely parallels that of Lemma 4.2.1, with the following modifi- 
cations due to the fact that the exponent p in this lemma is now in (e/2, ~). In the 
following we repeatedly apply (2.1) and Lemma 4.1. Display (4.2.2) is changed to 
El/2([ Y~(x + 6; 612)12P([ L(x + fi; 6/2)1 <~ be)) <<, Cb{ 2p-a)/2. 
Display (4.2.5) is now 
IBm, 11 <~ Cb2~ p- a(s~(x, 6))a¢/¢. 
IC,,11 is still bounded by D~,I + D~,2 + De,3 where 
D~,I <~ Cb2p-a(s~(x;6)) {1-¢)2p+a¢, D~, 2 <~ Cs~(x;6) 
and 
C(ST(X; ~))3p/2 if 3p/2 < ~, 
Dr, 3 ~< C(s~(x; ~))3p/2 log(s(¢(x, 6)b~)) 
Cb 3p/2 -'(S,(X; 6)) (3p/2)(1 - ¢) + ag 
if 3p/2 = ~, 
if 3p/2 > ~. 
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Thus 
I C~,I [ <<- Cb~ p-'((sdx; 6)) p + (sdx; 6))'¢). 
On the other hand C~,2 can be bounded as before using the mean value theorem as 
IC=,21 ~< (1 + o),(x;6))2pE[I Fdx;6/2)12p(b~ < I lZdx;fi/2)l ~< (1 + codx;6))bj] 
<~ CbZ~P-~(sdx; 6)) 1 -¢. 
Taking the above bounds into account, we get 
]A,.2I ~< Cb~P-~((s,(x; ~))~¢/~ + (sdx; 6)) p + (sdx; (~))1 -¢)1/2. 
Letting ~ = (/(:~ + (), 
I A,, 21 ~< Cb2p-~((s~(x; 6)) ~/2(~+¢) + (sdx; ~))p/2). 
The proof is concluded the same way as before. [] 
Lemma 4.3.2. 
lira limsup r -2r/~ var W(u/r)l Ydu)lV(I L(u)l ~< ~rl/~)du = O. 
Proof. Let b~ = er 1/~. Compute r-2p/~var(~r W(u/r)] Ydu)lP(I Ydu)l ~< er~/~)du) as 
2p-~ ~-2p  r X 
b~ -W W - -  
=-r  J~=-r -x  r 
× cov(I Ydx)IP([ Ydx)l 
<~ bJ, I Ydx + ~)IP(I Ydx + 3)1 ~< bj)dxd~. 
The assumption on K together with Lemma 4.3.1 imply that 
sup b~ -2p Icov(I Ydx)lP(I Ydx)[ ~< bd, 
r ,x  -~3 
~)lP(IYdx + ~)1 ~< bj) ld~} <~.  IYdx + 
Thus it follows that 
(f ) r-ZP/~var W(u/r)[ Ydu)lP(I Ydu)l ~< bddu <~ C~ 2~-~ - - r  
This concludes the proof. [] 
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Lemma 4.3.3. For each ~ > O, 
-r [ rl:" J (I Y~(x)l > erl/')dx ~Z~ as z ~ 
Proof. Define 
Y(x) = K(x -- y)M(dy) 
-oo  
and for t > 0, 
17(x; t) = K(x - y; t)M(dy). 
-oc 
For each ~ > O, 
P sup I L (x ) -Y (x ) l>~r  ~/~ <~ ~.~,~") ~>0,  
- - r<x<r  i = 1 
where 
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~.~=P sup I Y~(x)- Y~(x; 6)l > ~r 1/" , 
L-r<x<r 
E,2, P [  sup [ f~(x;6)-  f (x ;6 ) ]>~r  ' / ' ]  
L-r<x<r 
E,3) [ ] Y (x ;6) -  Y(x)[ > ~r 1/'] 3,6 = P sup 
L - r<x<r  
By Corollary 5.3 of Rootz6n (1978), l im~ ~ l im~ ~ ~(i) 0 for i 1 and 3, and by the 
same result and making use of the assumption that 9~(x) tends to 1 uniformly for x in 
compact sets, we get l im~ ~2) 0, 6 > 0. Thus 
lim P[  sup lYe(x)- Y(x) l>~r 1/~]=0, ~>0.  (4.3.1) 
~oo L-r<x<r 
Define 
f, Z~= W(x / r )~ lY (x ) ]~ p' - r  ~ FlIrt J (] Y(X)] > E:rl/')dx. 
Thus it follows from Theorem 5.2 of Rootz6n (1978) by the continuous mapping 
theorem that 
d Z~.~ Z~ as r ~ .  (4.3.2) 
The lemma follows from (4.3.1) and (4.3.2). [] 
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Lemma 4.3.4. For each ~ > 0, 
E ( f~ W (x/r) {~}P( l  Y,(x)l > ert/~)dx)--" E(Z~) 
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as  z - - ,~ .  
Proof. By (2.1) and Lemma 4.1(ii), it is easy to see that uniformly for xe  [ - r , r ] ,  
O~ 
E{I Ydx)lP(I Ydx)l > ~rl/~)} ~ ca cx-p  ( f~  IK(x-v)l~gr(v)dv)(srl/~) p-a  
~ ep-~ [K(v)l~dv rp/~-1 
ct - p oo 
Thus 
E( f~ W (x)  ~IY'(x)I~p[ r '/~ J (IY*(x)l>erl/~)dx) 
, . ,  8P  -~ 
where the right-hand side is easily seen to be EZ~. [] 
Lemma 4.3.5. As s ~ 0, the limiting distribution of Z~ - EZ~ is S,/p(a, 1, 0) where a is as 
defined by Theorem 2.3. 
Proof. Denote by (Xi, Ui), i t> 1, the points of the Poisson process N. Then (X, U~'), 
i >/1, are the points of the Poisson process N' with intensity 
Hence 
Z~ = W (x)u ]K(t)IP(ut/PIK(t)] > e)dt dN'(x,u). 
x=- I  u=0 t=- -oo  
Write 
Z~ = Ig(t)lPg(lK(t)l-PeP)dt, (4.3.3) 
t= --o0 
where 
V(3) = uW (x) dN'(x, u). 
=-1 >~ 
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By Theorem 3.12.1(1I) of Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994), 
-~-pj  (V (~) -EV(6)  , . s  some Y~ as 6--,0, 
d 1 where Y1 =~x=-i W(x)dM'(x) with M' being a (~/p)-stable random measure with 
control measure equal to ~.(~c~/2p)I(_l,ll(x)dx and skewness intensity equal to 1. 
Thus 
V(6) -  EV(6) a.s someY2 as 6--*0, (4.3.4) 
where Y2 ~S,/p(az, 1,0) with 
a2 = I W (x)I =/p dx . 
-1  
On the other hand it is clear that 
f . i f ,  dN ' (x 'u ,<°°a 's ' f ° ranyf ixed6>O=- I  >a (4.3.5,, 
(4.3.4) together with (4.3.5) imply that, with probability one, V(6) - E(6) is uniformly 
bounded for 6 > 0. Since ~ IK(t)lPdt < oo, it follows from (4.3.3) using dominated 
convergence that 
Z~-EZ~ "'~, IK(t)lPdt Y2 ase~0.  
- oo  
The proof is complete. [] 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 2.4 
For e > 0, write 
r -~ W(u/r)(Iy~(u)l~-Ely~l~(Iy~(u)l<~r~/~))du_=(A~,-EA~,~)+B .... 
- - r  
where 
A~,~ = r - ~ W (u/r)l Y~(u)lP(I Y~(u)l ~< ~r~/~)du, 
- r  
and 
f 
r 
B~,~ = r -1 W (u/r)] YJu)IP(I Y~(u)I > ~rl/~)du 
- r  
- r -1 W(u/r)EI Y~(u)lP(rl/~ < I Y~(u)L ~< rl/~)du. 
- - r  
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Lemma 4.4.2 below implies that lim sup~ oo P[I A~,, - EA,,~ I > 3] ~ 0 as e --* 0, for all 
> 0. Thus the limiting distribution of r -1 S'-, W(u/r)(I Y,(u)l" - El Y=IP(I YJu)l ~< 
rl/'))du can be obtained from that of B,,, by first letting z ~oo and then e--, 0. Let 
N be the Poisson process defined in the proof of Theorem 2.3 and define 
; (;;= ) Z~ = W(x)u ~ [K(t)l~(ulK(t)[ > e)dt dg(x,u). 
x = - -1  u=O - -c~ 
As in the proof of Lemma 4.3.3, it can be shown that 
r -1 W(u / r ) l L (u ) lP ( IY Ju ) l  > erX/~)du ~Z~ as z~oo.  
- r  
Also it can be verified that 
lim r -1 W(u/r)l Y~(u)lP(rl/% < I g~(u)l ~< rl/~)du 
• g--* oo - r  
Hence the proof follows from Lemma 4.4.3 below. [] 
The lemmas below in this section are proved under the conditions of Theorem 2.4. 
Lemma 4.4.1. For any sequence {b~} with b~--.oo as z - .o% and any (e(1, oo), there 
exists a positive constant C such that 
Icov(I Y~(x)l'(I Y~(x)l < bO, I Y,(x + ~)1"(I L(x + ~)1 < b~))l 
<~ Cb~ IK(v)l~dv for all x,& z. 
vl > I,~1/2 
Proof. As the proof of Lemma 4.3.1, the proof of the present lemma is modified from 
that of Lemma 4.2.1, as follows. Lemma 4.1 is repeatedly used along with (2.1) in the 
following. In this proof change display (4.2.2) to 
EI/2(I Y,(x + ~;3/2)12~(1Y~(x + ~;6/2)1 ~< b0) ~< Cb~/2. 
Display (4.2.5) is now 
IBm, ~l <<- Cb~(s~(x; 3)) ~/¢. 
IC,.11 is still bounded by D,,I + D~.2 + D,.3 with now 
D~,I <~ Cb~(s~(x;6)) ~(2-~), 
D~,2 <~ C log(bOs~(x; 3)log(sUe(x; 3)b0 
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and 
Dr, 3 ~< Cb~/2(st(x; (5))e(3-~)/2 
Since ~ e [0, 1] and ~ e (1, oo), the three inequalities combined gives the crude estimate 
I Cr, 11 ~ Cb~s~(x; (5) log(s~- ¢(x; 6)). 
For C~.2, the same method as before yields 
IC~.2i ~< Cb~sl-~(x;(5). 
Summarizing, 
1-~ . IA~,21 <~ Cb~/2(b~s~/~(x;(5) + b~s~(x;f)log(s~(x;(5)) + b~st (x,(5)) 1/2 
<~ Cb~(s~¢/¢(x; (5) + s~ -¢(x; (5))1/2. 
The proof is concluded the same way as before. [] 
Lemma 4.4.2. 
~olim lim sup r-  2 var ( f ~ ~ o o  , W(u/r)lY~(u)l~'(lY~(u)[<~ ~rl/~)du) =0" 
Proof. The proof parallels that of Lemma 4.3.2, by noting that the assumption on 
K together with Lemma 4.4.1 imply that 
sup b~ -~ ]cov(I Y~(x)lP(I Yt(x)l ~< bd, 
~,x  - -oo 
I Y~(x + (5)19(I g~(x + (5)1 <<- b0)l d@ < oo 
with bt = er 1/~. [] 
Lemma 4.4.3. As e ~ O, the limiting distribution of 
W(u)du)(f:  ]K(t),~dt)log(e -~) 
is $1 (~, 1,12) where tr and 12 are as defined in Theorem 2.4. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, we can rewrite Z~ as 
Z~ = ]K(t)l~r(Ig(t)l-~e~)dt, 
t=- -oo  
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where 
V(5) = uW (x) dg'(x, u) 
x=-- i  >6 
and N' is a Poisson process with intensity %1(_ l. 1)(x)dx I(oi oo)(u)u-2 du. Note that we 
can also write 
c, (f'_ , W (u)du) (f :~ ,K(t)l~ dt)log(e -~) 
(f)(; :  = c~ W(u)du ]K(t)l'log(lK(t)l~e-~)dt 
--1 00 
L~,t,,~lo~,~,,,~,d,) 
Thus the quantity whose limiting distribution that we seek is 
f,~_~ IK(t)l~ [V(lK(t)l-~') - c" (f~ W (u)du)log(,K(t)l~e-~)]dt 
(S 1_ )(S ~ ) + G W(u)du IK(t)l~log(lK(t)l~)dt . (4.4.1) 
1 -0o 
By Theorem 3.12.1(III) of Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994), 
[ S' ,] ~S 1 1 V((~) c~ W(u)du(log(~ -1 W(u)du aS,someY1 as6~0,  
'/I: -1  ~ -1  
where b is as defined in Theorem 2.4, Y1 has the same distribution as S W dM' with M' 
denoting a 1-stable random measure having control measure equal to 
~. (%/2)1(_1,1)(x)dx and skewness intensity equal to 1. Thus the distribution of }'1 is 
S1 (0.1, 1,/~1) where 
c~;1 c~f~ -- ]W(u)ldu, #l - W(x)loglW(x)ldx. 
0.1 "~ -1  7~ -1  
Making a linear transformation and using Property 1.2.3 of Samorodnitsky and 
Taqqu (1994), it can be concluded that 
V(5) -c~ W(u)du(logS_l) a.s some Y2 as ~0,  (4.4.2) 
-1  
where Y2 ~ $1(0.2, 1,/~2) with 
~C~ f 1 = I w (u) du, 0"2 ~ -- 1 
S' #2 = c, [bW(x) - (log~)l W(x)l - W(x)logl W(x)l] dx. -1  
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Take ~ < 1 and consider the convergence of
[ ( ; )  l Ig(t)l" v(lg(t)l-%')-c, W(u)du log(lg(t)1%-') dt (4.4.3) t=- -c~ - -1  
along any sample point co in the probability space for which 
f' V(1) < oo and V(6) - co W (u) du(log 6-1) converges to Y2 as 6 ~ 0. -1  
(4.4.4) 
For t for which IK(t)l > ~, the integrand in (4.4.3) is bounded in absolute value by 
cllg(t)l ~ where C1 depends on co but not on e.. On the other hand for t such that 
IK(t)l ~< ~, 
IV(IK(t)I-%~)I <~ V(1) <~ 
and since e < 1, 
0 1> log(IK(t)l% -~)/> log(IK(t)l~). 
Thus for t satisfying I K (t) l ~< ~, the integrand in (4.4.3) is bounded in absolute value by 
,K(t)l~(V(1)vc~ (fl_ W(u)du)loglK(t),~ . 
Thus for any te R, the integrand in (4.4.3) is bounded in absolute value by 
'K(t)l~(C, vV(1)v% (ft_ W(u)du)loglK(t)'~ , 
which is integrable by the assumption. It follows from (4.4.2) and Lebesgue's Domin- 
ated Convergence Theorem that 
f t~=_oo ]K(t)t~ [V(IK(t)] -%~) - c~ (fl_ l W (u)du)log(lK(t)l%-~)ldt 
--'Y2 IK(t)l~dt as ~--, 0. 
t=-oc  
This convergence holds for almost all points in the probability space since (4.4.4) does. 
In view of (4.4.1), all that is left in the proof is checking that 
i ) Y2 IK(t)l~dt + c~ W(u)du IK(t)l~log(lK(t)l~)dt t=-c¢  1 -~ 
has the distribution described in Theorem 2.4. [] 
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4.5. P roof  o f  Theorem 2.5 
For ~ > 0, write 
f, r -'/~ W(u/r) l  Y,(u)l p = A~.~ + B .... - r  
where 
As,, = r -p/~ W (u/r)l Y~(u)IP(I Y~(u)[ ~< ~rl/~)du 
- - r  
and 
f 
r 
n~,~ = r -v/~ W (u/r)l Y~(u)IP(I Y~(u)l > era/~)du. 
- r  
It follows from Lemma 4.1 (iv) that 
lim lim EA~,e = O. 
~ ---~ 0 ~--* ct3 
Again, the desired limiting distribution can be derived by considering the limit of 
B~,, by first letting z ~ and then e ~ 0. Define 
Z~ = W(x)u  p IK(t)lP(ulK(t)l > e)dt dN(x,u) ,  
x : - - I  =0  t=- -~3 
where N be the Poisson process defined in the proof of Theorem 2.3. As in the proof 
a 
Lemma 4.3.3, it can be shown that B~,~ Z~. This time it is straightforward to show 
that Z~ converges to the distribution described in the theorem using Theorem 3.12.1 (I) 
of Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994) and dominated convergence. [] 
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